Methods for the Generation of Synthetic Populations do generate the entities required for micro models or multi-agent models, such as they match field observations or hypothesis on the population under study. We tackle here the specific question of creating synthetic populations made of two types of entities linked together by 0, 1 or more links. Potential applications include the creation of dwellings inhabited by households, households owning cars, dwellings equipped with appliances, worker employed by firms, etc. We propose a theoretical framework to tackle this problem. We then highlight how this problem is over-constrained and requires relaxation of some constraints to be solved. We propose a method to solve the problem analytically which lets the user select which input data should be preserved and adapts the others in order to make the data consistent. We illustrate this method by synthesizing a population made of dwellings containing 0, 1 or 2 households in the city of Lille (France). In this population, the distributions of the dwellings' and households' characteristics are preserved, and both are linked according to statistical pairing statistics.
Introduction

Generation of Synthetic Populations
The study, design and operation of sociotechnical systems rely nowadays on the construction and usage of disaggregate models in which the entities of interest (households, persons, cars, buildings, etc.) are explicitly represented and simulated. Disaggregate models are the core of several modeling approaches including microsimulation [1, 2, 3, 4] , agent-based models of geographical systems [5] , social sciences [6] or socio technical systems [7, 8] .
D R A F T
In order to simulate the evolution of the sociotechnical system of interest, such a model obviously requires the population of the entities to simulate as an input of each simulation experiment. The actual population can rarely be used, either because data collection would be intractable or illegal for privacy reasons, or because the population to simulate is a future or a past one. As a consequence, this population has to be synthesized. Generation of Synthetic Populations (GoSP) refers to the methods and tools to generate populations of entities which fulfill the model's and experiment's requirements, and fit the data or hypothesis available on the population of interest for a given study area. GoSP can thus deal with diverse application fields such as: the generation of spatialized populations of households and persons for activity-based modeling of transportation [9, 10, 11] ; the generation of dwellings inhabited by households and associated with appliances for the simulation of residential consumption [12] ; the generation of workers and firms for economical studies [13] ; planning support systems [14] . Among the numerous questions open in GoSP, we tackle in this study the problem of the generation of synthetic populations made of two types of entities A and B linked together with n : n relationships, that is in these populations, each entity a ∈ A might be associated with 0, 1 or n entities of B, and each entity b ∈ B might be associated with 0, 1 or n entities of A. Practical applications of this problem include the creation of buildings made of several dwellings; dwellings composing one or more households; households and cars; households having main residence and secondary residence; firms and workers; etc. Figure 1 illustrates an example of expected result with a population of dwellings characterized by a surface (small, medium or large), and households characterized by a size (1, 2, 3 or 4 persons). In such an example, each dwelling might host 0, 1 or several households, depending to its characteristics (larger dwellings are more likely to host several households). Each household would be housed by exactly D R A F T one dwelling. We name this type of generation problem the pairing problem, in order to emphasis how the main objective is not to generate the populations A and B but to create links between them.
The Pairing problem
State of the art on the generation of structured populations
Several methods in the literature already deal with variations of the pairing problem. In order to generate populations of households made of persons, the prominent methods in the state of the art rely on samples of households and persons and either reweigh (section 1.3.1) or recombine (1.3.2) them according to summary data. Because both these approaches rely on samples, they only can be applied in specific cases (1.3.3) . The sample-free methods (1.3.4) constitute alternatives to generate households composing persons (or rarely, any type of entity) from summary data.
Reweigthing of samples of persons composed in households
The stream of methods known as Synthetic Reconstruction (SR) samplebased methods was developed to feed transportation models with populations of households made of persons spatialized in local subdivisions of space denoted "small areas". These methods take as inputs samples of entities A (households) and B (persons) which should already include the relationship of composition between A and B. This relationships takes the form of a unique identifier being associated to every household, and every person being referring to one household identifier; so in the original dataset, each person belongs a household and a household is made of 1 or more persons. Such micro samples known as PUMS (Public Use Micro Samples) in the U.S.A are weighted to be statistically representative at the national level; for every small area, statistical institutes also publish summary data which describes the proportions of various control variables of households and persons for each small area. These methods propose to reweigh micro samples of households made of persons in order to generate a spatialized population statistically representative at the local scale.
In his pioneering study [15] , Beckman proposed a fit-and-generate scheme [16] . For fitting, one first sums the weights of households for the various combinations of control variables in the form of a k-way table (for instance the proportion of households of various sizes, income and ethnicity for each small area). The cells of this table describe the joint distribution present in the sample which is statistically representative at a national scale. The marginals of this table describe the distributions of each variables, such as the distribution of the ages of the households' head; these marginals should match summary data for each small area for the population to be representative. After proposing this vision of the problem, Beckman propose to solve this inconsistency between the original and target distributions of attributes by reweighing the cells of the k-way table so the marginals sum up to known summary data. He proposes to use the Iterated Proportional Fitting (IPF) procedure [17] which iteratively adapts weights of each dimension of the k-way table so it fits the marginals, and converges to a table which matches all the marginals. Once the fitting is done, Beckman changes these probabilities to integers through an integerization step (multiplication of the float values by a constant and rounding). He then selects households from the micro sample of households according to this count and copies them to build the target population of households. Then he retrieves each person of the selected households by searching for the corresponding identifier, thus also creating the population of persons composed into households.
This reweighing approach was applied in many different contexts [18] ; its extensive analysis highlighted several difficulties relative to reweighing (other limitations due to the usage of samples will be discussed later in 1.3.3) .
Zero cells constitute a practical issue [19, 20, 21, 16] , as they technically forbid the convergence of IPF. Also, the semantics of these cells is debatable [22] : do they mean that these classes do not exist (by nature) in the real population, that they did not exist (by mistake) in the sample of this population? Practically, one can replace zero-cells with very low probabilities or adapt classes so that every cell contain a least a few records. Zero marginals constitute another problem for the convergence of IPF which can be solved by adapting the classes to avoid them [20] . Actual applications lead to large k-way tables which are computationally more difficult to tract [23] , notably leading to sparse tables with many zeros for which specific data structures were proposed [24] .
A central, conceptual difficulty is to control both the distributions of households and persons. In the Beckman's proposal, only the households' characteristics are controlled by marginals; the persons's characteristics are only indirectly controlled by the relationship household-person present in the original samples, and the underlying dependencies between households and persons characteristics. Many variations of the reweighing method were proposed to tackle this issue [25, 19, 20, 26, 27, 16] . Solutions include creating prototypes of households including persons' characteristics so fitting households and persons can be done in one pass [25] ; selection of households only if adding the persons they are made of don't distord the target distribution [19] ; iterative updating of both household and persons k-way tables [20, 16] ; reweigh both households and persons level using entropy maximization [26] ; bias the selection of households depending on the current distribution of households and persons' characteristics, the expected one and each household-with-person characteristics [27] . All of these methods follow the fit-and-generate approach from Beckman, yet biasing either fit or generation in order to match both household and persons marginals. We would like to underline how GoSP here fundamentally consists in transforming several pieces of data contradicting each other, by biasing the less reliable input (national micro samples) so that it becomes consistent with the most trusted one (small area summary data).
Most authors underline [15, 19, 27, 24, 28, 23] that, because generation converts continuous probabilities to discrete counts of entities, rounding errors appear which require fixing by algorithmic workarounds. Deterministic rounding might bias estimates, under or over-represent small probabilities [24] , and more generally bias the initial distribution [28] ; solutions include biasing the selection phases to correct rounding errors, stochastic rounding, or ad hoc rounding solutions to maintain totals. A few authors proposed original ideas to sample D R A F T directly integers from distributions [28, 29] .
Combinatorial optimization of samples of households
To reach the same goal of generating a synthetic population of households made of persons, spatialized in small areas, based on a global sample of households and individuals and small area statistics, Williams proposed another formulation of the problem [30] . The synthetic population should contain for each small area 0 or 1 of each record of the sample (meaning the same record can not be used twice for a zone). So the generation of a synthetic population might be seen as the search for the combination of 0 and 1 for each small area and each record which leads to the best fit of summary statistics. This best fit can be assessed as the minimization of the error, that is the difference between the expected summary statistics and the actual ones. The minimization of the error is an optimization problem which can be tackled with many optimization methods including genetic algorithms [31] , simulated annealing or hill-climbing [30] . Variations of this approach were proposed recently [23] .
This GoSP approach was assessed and compared by several authors [32, 33, 34] . It probably leads to a better fit of summary statistics [32, 33] . The choice of the variables to use for constraint was also discussed and shown to provide a better fit [35] . These benefits come at the cost of creating a combinatorial optimization problem which requires much time to be solved [33] , and might even reveal intractable for a very large population. The Combinatorial Optimization remains so far less common than other "synthetic reconstruction" methods [34] . It was only applied to households and persons, except applications to only one unique type of entity (e.g. for firms [34] ).
The limited scope of sample-based methods
The main limitation of sample-based methods (based on reweighing or combinatorial optimization) is not their requirement of a sample, but rather the specific requirement that samples of households and persons should already contain the composition link. This requirement limits the application scope of these methods, as only few states provide such a sample (U.S.A, U.K, Switzerland were demonstrated in literature), but many other areas do not like Belgium or Canada [36, 24, 37] . Note that this requirement also limits the type of entities which really can be generated using these methods: such datasets often are available for households and persons because they are collected together at once during national census; but in the case of composition of other entity types like household and car, dwelling and household, such a common identifier is unlikely to exist. As a consequence, the claim of genericity of these methods appears us unlikely and was, by the way, not demonstrated to date. The existing sample-based reweighing methods were designed to tackle the specific case of the reweighing of samples of households already composed with persons, and do not fulfill our more generic goal.
D R A F T
Sample-free methods
As early as 1988, Birkin and Clarke had underlined how often the samples are not available or not suitable, and proposed a method which does not require a sample of persons to generate the synthetic population [38] . They start with a sample of households which they disaggregate at the district scale. They then add incrementally attributes and persons' attributes to the household using conditional probabilities: country of birth given location, sex, marital status and age; then a spouse (or not) according to marital status; then sex of spouse according to sex of the head of family; then age of spouse given the age of the head; etc.
Twenty years later, several authors [36, 37, 39] underlined the data limitations of reweighing methods, and redeveloped independently alternative methods to generate households made of persons without a sample. They all adopt iterative solutions to build these populations. They all first generate two "pools" of entities "households" and "persons" ready to be matched together, but propose different iterative algorithms to match them.
Gargiulo et al. [36] iterates every household and search for the relevant persons to compose inside it. They first search for a relevant head according to probabilities of head's properties given households' properties. If the head is found, then other persons are searched for (if required) according to another distribution of probabilities to play the role of partner or children. When the right persons are not available in the pool of persons, then the current household is abandoned. At the end of the matching process, there might be persons not associated into households, or households for which relevant persons were not found. In their proposal, instead of giving up as soon as the expected person was not found for a household, Berthelemy and Toint [37] rather search for this head in the households which were already built, and try to replace it with another relevant person.
Huynh et al. start instead from persons and group them as households [39] : they select compliant persons to generate households made of married couples, then households made of a single person, then add students or children to households when required, etc. At the end of the process, the remaining persons which were not yet allocated a household are associated with households such as an error measure is minimized. The generated population ensures the expected count of entities of households and persons are enforced, as well as the combinations of attributes in these entities.
Earlier in 2008, Thiriot and Kant [40] had developed a sample-free method to generate entities structured as networks, with the links between entities being created conditional to the properties of the entities. This method was designed to create n : n links between different or similar entity types, such as friendship networks (each individual might be linked with several other individuals) or company and firm (each firm has 0 to many employees). This method takes as input summary data provided in the form of Bayesian networks which describe the variables for entities A and B (for instance workers and firms), including conditional probabilities describing the count of links to create for each entity given its characteristics. The method also takes as input a Bayesian network describing matching probabilities, that is the probability to create a link given the properties of two entities A and B. The algorithm is also iterative: first the two pools of entities A and B are created; then each entity of A is iterated, the expected candidate's characteristics are randomly chosen given the pairing probabilities, and a corresponding entity B is searched for; if this entity is not found, then another possible candidate is searched with the same process until a valid candidate is identified. If no candidate can be found, then the creation of the link is abandoned. This method was applied to the generation of a family structure with partners, friendship and work relationships [40] , and was applied to the creation of entities of workers composed into firms [13, 41] . The actual semantics used to encode the probability to link two entities conditional to their characteristics and degrees was somehow unclear in practice.
These methods share several common points. With the notable exception of the Thiriot et al. approach, they all were designed for the specific case of creating 1 : n links for households made of persons. Because they have to deal with the creation of links from scratch, these methods take as inputs constraints on how many links to create (in the form of a household type and/or count of children given other types of attributes) and with who to create links (in the form of probability distributions defining the characteristics of persons given households' ones). All these algorithms share a generate-match-fix approach: because the parameters for the generation of households and persons were not made consistent beforehand, there are inconsistencies between the count of households having various characteristics, the distributions of probabilities which constraint which persons to compose inside households given their characteristics, and the proportions of persons having various characteristics. These inconsistencies are solved during the iterative process; depending on to the principle of the algorithms, the iterative solutions bias either the distributions of households, of persons or the matching probabilities.
Approach & Outline
We base our study on the following analysis of this state of art. The samplebased methods first fit input data so it becomes consistent, before generating out of this coherent solution; their approaches require the relationships to be known in the original samples and are therefore not generic. The sample-free methods are able to generate the links, but instead of fit they do solve iteratively the inconsistencies between datasets during generation, and have to detect and fix problems when they occur. We design a method which first solves the inconsistencies between the pieces of input data, like the reweighing methods. Alike the sample-free methods, we will explicitly take in charge the creation of the links between entities A and B based on summary data, in a fully generic setting.
We first describe (section 2) the input data required from the user and start introducing the core concepts of our approach. We then introduce in section 3 (p. 14) the theoretical framework to analyse the pairing problem, introduce the equations which lead to consistent solutions, and propose a solver to solve the original inconsistencies according to relaxation parameters. We then demonstrate the usage of this method (4 p 26) on a real-size case, and measure the accuracy of the solution when enforcing and relaxing different input datasets. As discussed later (5 p. 35) , this solution appears relevant and generic, but would not be suitable for the generation of households and persons. Each entity of A might have 0, 1 or more slots, that is candidates for edge connections, which are constrained by the probabilities of degrees pdi which define, for each entity type A, how many connections can be made with this entity. Edges are constrained by the pairing probabilities pi,j. Each of the edges also should connect one available slot of population B constrained by pdj. The population B also is constrained by the count nB and the frequencies fj.
Inputs and core concepts
Our generation method should generate a population Â ,B, L withÂ andB entities representing different types of entities (such as dwellings and households in our example) each associated with different characteristics, and L the links between entitiesÂ andB. Links K can encode n : n relationships, so there might be 0, 1 or several links going out of the same a ∈Â, and the same forB.
The properties of this population are stylized in Figure 2 which illustrates this concept for dwellings and households. 
D R A F T
• Each entity might be connected to one or more links; this expected count of links for an entity is denoted count of slots. The user can parameter the expected count of links as probabilities conditional to entities' classes.
• Links between entities are created depending on the characteristics of the entities. They are constrained by a joint distribution of degrees named pairing probabilities.
Characteristics of entities: Variables, Modalities, Classes
The user first defines the set of variables which should be controlled in the resulting synthetic population, either because these variables influence the relative frequencies expected in the population (see below 2.2), how many entities can be connected to each entity (see below 2.3), or because these variables influence the pairing probabilities (see below 2.4). In the example of pairing off dwellings with households, we consider that pairing depends on the surface of the dwellings (encoded over 3 modalities) and the size of the household (encoded over 4 modalities). We denote Att A (resp. Att B ) the set of variables of interest for the generation process related to population A (resp B). Each of these variables can take a discrete and finite set of modalities.
The classes of entities to be studied for pairing, denoted Cla A i for the population A (resp. Cla B j for B), define all the combinations of variable modalities which should be controlled in the synthetic population. In our example, we define: Att A = {surface} with Cla A = {surface = 1, surface = 2, surface = 3}. For the population of households B, we define Att B = {size} with Cla B = {size = 1, size = 2, size = 3, size = 4}. Note that several attributes might be used for each modality, as depicted in the application example ( 4 on page 26). This formalism relies on the assumption only variables with finite sets of modalities, ordered or not, (categorical, logical or enumerated variables) can be used for pairing 1 .
Input samples A and B
We assume here that information on populations A and B is provided by the user as weighted samples. Among the two possibilities identified in the state of the art (namely samples or summary data), weighted samples constitute the most generic data type: summary data might be used to generate samples without loss of information, whilst the reduction of sample data into summary data would loose information on the dependencies between records' variables. These micro samples of A and B can be totally independent and do not require any common identifier nor specific relationship between each other. These samples will be used as a source, and will be either reweighed, copied and probably resized during the pairing process. Table 2 : Example of frequencies based on variables "surface" for dwellings and "size" for households.
D R A F T
The sample A (respectively B) should contain all the variables Att A (resp. Att B ) . In our example, as we want pairing to depend on the variable 'surface' of dwellings (A) and the variable 'size' of households (B), we obviously need dwellings to have a surface and households to have a size. The fact these samples are weighted enables the use of lists of entities which are just a specific case of a weighted sample with all the weights being equivalent. Table 1 provide examples for samples A and B.
Along with the weighted sample A (resp B), the user also transmits the proportions expected for each class A i (resp B j ), which often should be enforced during the generation process. We denote frequencies the relative frequencies f i (resp. f j ) of the classes Cla A expected in the target population (resp. Cla B for population B). By definition and construction, these frequencies are summing up to 1.
In our example, the table 2 depicts frequencies quantifying the relative proportions of small, medium and large surfaces of dwellings.
Probabilistic distribution of degrees
Each entity ofÂ andB might be connected to 0, 1 or more entities of the other type. We here use the concept of degree of connectivity (or more concisely "degree") to denote the "count of links" an entity has with other entities, as done in graph theory or social network analysis [42] . An entity having degree 0 D R A F T has no link; an entity having degree 1 has only one link, etc. In our example, a dwelling having degree 0 is a dwelling containing no household; a dwelling of degree two contains two households. In the same way, a household of degree 0 has no dwelling; a household of degree 1 has exactly one dwelling.
It is as if each entity being generated in the synthetic population had a finite count of potential link connections, that we will denote here slots. A slot can be used by one and only one link. Slots are constrained by the probabilistic distribution of degrees defined by the user. In the example of figure 2 on page 8, we depicted a few entities for which some dwellings have only one connection, and some others two, meaning they would be expected to connect with two households. On the side of population B, which is in this example made of households, we depicted that every household is expected to be connected to one and only one entity, meaning each of them has exactly one and only one slot.
1.00 -1.00 -1.00 Table 3 : General structure of the distribution of degrees pd i for entities of population A. For each class Cla A i , for each of the n potential degrees, the table contains the conditional probabilities of an entity having characteristics i to have n connections.
In general, the degree of an entity depends on its characteristics; for instance bigger dwellings are more likely to contain several households. In a probabilistic setting, we propose to encode this dependency as a distribution of probability of an entity having each possible degree conditional to its characteristics (as done before by [40] or [36, 37, 39] ). We denote this probabilistic distribution of degree pd(n, i), with n ∈ N and i the class of the population. We shorten this notation as pd i and pd j the probability distributions of degrees for population A and B. In practice, the user provides this distribution in the form of a table as depicted in table 3. Being conditional probability distributions, pd i and pd j should sum up to 1 vertically:
We depict in tables 4 on the next page and 5 on the following page examples of probability distribution of degrees for dwellings and households, where larger dwellings contain more households, and households are contained by exactly one dwelling. Note that entities of the population B also might be connected to several entities of A. This might be the case in this example, as a given household might hold several dwellings (principal and secondary residences).
In the table for probability distribution of degrees, a zero is considered structural, meaning this value is not possible and never should be generated. The Table 4 : Example of distributions of degrees for dwellings. It is read as: 20% of the small dwellings (encoded here with surface=1) are empty (degree n = 0) and the remaining 80% only contain one link n = 1 (that is, only one household lives in it) pairing algorithm will fail rather than adding even a low probability during the generation. As a consequence, a user considering a link being unlikely but still possible should provide a very low probability rather than null for the corresponding cell. The distribution of probabilities pd i and pd j provided by the user implicitly defines the average degree for each class i and j denotedd i andd j for populations A and B. The average degree is a positive real which describes, for the entities of given characteristics, how many links would be created for them on average. We introduce the notion of average degree because it is easier to deal with than the distributions of probabilities; as a consequence, the average degree will be used as a proxy in later computations. The average degree is computed as the sum of the degree times the probability of this degree.
D R A F T
For instance in table 4, for dwellings of class "surface=2", 15% have degree 0 (and will this lead to 0 * 0.15 = 0 links), 80% have degree 1 (will give born to 1 * 0.8 = 0.8 links) and 5% have degree 2 (2 * 0.05 = 0.1 links created). So the total average degree for this class isd 2 = 0 + 0.8 + 0.1 = 0.9. It means that for a hundred dwellings having surface 2 to be created, we should generate on average 90 links for them: 80 links connecting entities having only one link, and 10 links connecting 5 entities having two links each. Table 6 : Example of the computation of probabilities p i and p j from p i,j : totals are just the sums of rows and columns. The probabilities p i,j are read as: a link has 20% of chances to link a dwelling having surface 1 and a dwelling having size 1. Marginal probabilities p i are read as: 38% of the links originating from dwellings should come from dwellings having surface 1, 31% other percents should originate from dwellings with surface 2.
Pairing probabilities: constraints of pairing
At the central row of the figure 2 on page 8, we depicted the edges which should enforce the pairing probabilities defined by the user. Each link connects a slot of an entity A and a slot of an entity B. The links between entities from A and B depend on the characteristics of the two linked entities; for instance larger dwellings tend to be occupied by bigger households, and luxurious dwellings are more hosting wealthier households. As done before in iterative algorithms for matching populations (see 1.3.4 on page 6), we require as an input a distribution of probabilities to encode these dependencies. The pairing probabilities denoted p i,j define, for a link to be created in the synthetic population, the probability for this link to pair an entity from population A of class Cla A i with an entity of population B of class Cla B j . It takes the form of a two-dimensional table having the classes of population A as columns and the classes of population B as rows. This table contains a joint probability distribution which enforces by definition i j p i,j = 1. Table 6 provides an example of pairing probabilities for pairing dwellings and households based on the surface of the dwellings and the sizes of the households.
As for the probability distribution of degrees, a zero in the pairing probabilities table means this value is not possible at all and should never be generated. Therefore, a user considering a probability to be unlikely but still possible should use a low probability instead of 0.
When we study the pairing probabilities p i,j , we can sum the rows and columns to obtain the marginals of this table. These sums constitute a constraint on the proportion of the slots which have to exist for each class of populations A and B. For instance in table 6, if we want to respect the probabilities contained in the table, then a proportion of exactly 38% of the dwellings should have surface=1. If it is not the case, then these probabilities can not be satisfied. We denote p i and p j the proportions of slots from entities having for classes i and j. Variables p i and p j are governed by equations:
relative frequencies of entities average degree of entities relative frequencies of links At this stage of the formalization of user inputs, it appears that all the inputs we defined have to be consistent with each other for the generation of a synthetic population to be possible. In order to generate the expected links for classes Cla A i , the proportions of slots p i should match the pairing probabilities; yet these proportions of slots for each class depend on the frequencies of classes f i and how many slots are created for each class (average degreed i .
We represent these dependencies in figure 7 , which depicts altogether the probabilistic variables related to populations A and B, disposed around the pairing probabilities p i,j . This table depicts the probabilistic perspective of the pairing problem, which is made of variables f i , pd i ,d i , p i,j ,d j , pd j , f j . This table contains the essence of the pairing problem, and stands as the intuition we rely on to elaborate our method. Figure 8 on the next page represents the same table filled with the values we already introduced for our dwellings/household example.
Note that this probabilistic perspective contains the variables underlying the schema introduced in figure 2 on page 8: the proportions of each class of A are represented at the top of the table, the distribution of degree is encoded as average degrees, the pairing probabilities describe the proportions of links linking each combination of classes i and j, etc. We already introduced most of the relationship between the variables of this table. The novel relationship introduced in this probabilistic vision is the link between proportions of slots and the frequencies and average degrees. The proportions p i and p j of slots originating from each class, which are required by the pairing probabilities, should match the proportions of slots created from the population itself. For each class i of A, the relative frequencies f i define the proportion of each class in the target population. In the example of Table 8 , 33% of dwellings have surface 1. According to the distribution of degree pd i , an average of 80% of them will require a link. For the 33% of dwellings having surface 3, they will require more links. In fact, the proportions p i correspond to the relative frequency f i multiplied by the average degreed i (normalized to reach a probability). The relationship between them should thus be:
The probabilistic perspective of the pairing system is entirely tied together by the equations we highlighted before. This explains why the previous iterative methods (see 1.3.4 on page 6) always had to deal with matching issues: it is unlikely that the initial user parameters are naturally consistent together. A generation algorithm which relies on this system without solving it is bound to introduce biases in one or the other values. In our approach, we propose to solve this system analytically prior to the generation step, so the biases will be explicit and mastered instead of appearing implicitly because of the algorithmic process.
A probabilistic view of a given pairing problem f i , pd i ,d i , p i,j ,d j , pd j , f j is said consistent if all the equations 9, 10 (linking frequencies, degrees and pairing probabilities), 7 and 8 (linking pairing probabilities with slot probabilities) are satisfied; else the problem is said to be inconsistent.
Discrete perspective of the pairing problem
The statistical view of the pairing problem brings together the probabilities provided by the user as parameters. Yet an actual generation process should lead to a discrete version of this system: a discrete count of entities of each class i will be generated; n A and n B entities A and B in the synthetic population ( n A and n B are parameters provided by the user); a finite count of n L links will be created to link these entities. This discrete aspect is build explicitly in IPF-based solutions in a so-called integerization stage (see 1.3.1). In iterativebased solutions (see 1.3.4) , the discrete aspect is only reached when the entities are generated and linked. In our method, we prefer the explicit solving of the discrete counterpart of the probabilistic perspective of the pairing problem. The explicit resolution will enable to explicitly deal with rounding issues, and to ensure the rounding are consistent between the counts of entities in each of the classes i and j, the distribution of degrees, the counts of slots and the count of links between each of the classes i and j. Table 9 : Discrete vision of the pairing process, structured as the probabilistic vision with the discrete counterparts. Note the discrete representation of the pairing problem also includes tables nd i and nd j which are represented here by the proxy variables of average degreesd i andd j .
We name discrete perspective on the pairing problem the discrete variables c i , nd i , n i , n i,j , n j , nd j , c j . We represent in table 9 the discrete perspective of the pairing problem, in a table similar to the probabilistic perspective. Each variable of the probabilistic perspective of the pairing problem has a discrete counterpart in the discrete perspective; we will list them below, as well as the relationships between the probabilistic and discrete variables and the relationships between the discrete variables. A discrete perspective n A , c i , nd i , n i , n i,j , n j , nd j , c j ,n B of a pairing problem is said to be consistent if and ony if all the equations 11-24 are satisfied.
The discrete counterparts of the relative frequencies of classes f i (resp. f j ) are the cardinalities of each class c i (resp. c j ). They represent how many entities of each class should be generated in the synthetic population. Cardinalities c i are obtained from the relative frequencies f i multiplied by the total of entities to create of type A n A (and rounded). This relationship is governed by the equations:ĉ
Note that if the counts of entities c i (resp. c j ) are known, we can infer directly the relative frequencies f i (resp. f j ) and the total count of entities n A (resp. n B ).f
The numbers of slots n i (respectively n j ) are the absolute frequencies of links originating from A (respectively reaching entities of B) for each class. If the counts of entities c i and the average degreesd i are known, then the number of links n i for each class can be computed using:
The numbers of links connecting each class of A and B n i,j constitute the discrete counterpart of the relative frequencies of links p i,j . As for the probabilistic vision, the counts of links originating from each source n i and each destination correspond the column (resp. line) totals of n i,j :
If the relative frequencies of links p i,j and the counts of links n i are known, then a switch from the probabilistic and the discrete vision can be done using the following equations:
The last elements to discretized are the distributions of probabilities pd i and pd j . They contain the number of slots n to create for each class i (and j).
Relaxation of constraints
We introduced 24 equations which define the probabilistic and discrete views of the pairing problem, and we defined the relationships between the probabilistic view, the discrete view, the data inputs and the user parameters. We depict all the variables and all the relationships defined by the equations in figure 3 on the following page. This synthetic view highlights how all the variables required for the resolution of the problem are covered by equations, and that these equations are all connected together; so having values for on variable should enable us, by applying equations, to obtain the results for all the other variables.
This view also underlines how most of the variables are covered by more than one equation. Given the user provides as inputs the target sizes n A and D R A F Tˆn
(eq.12) (eq.17) (eq.18) (eq.21) (eq.22) (eq.9) (eq.10) (eq.7) (eq.8) (eq.5) (eq.6) (eq.13) (eq.14) (eq.19) (eq.20) (eq.15) (eq.16) (eq.23) (eq.24) n B , the distributions of degrees pd i and pd j , the pairing probabilities p i,j , and the relative frequencies f i and f j , it means the system is over-constrained by nature. Yet the relationships we identified between the variables reflect relationships which have to exist for a pairing solution to exist; it also makes sense to let the user provide the size of the population, the distributions of degrees, the frequencies of the classes in the target population, and the preferences for pairing. We claim the problem is not over-constrained because of the way we defined it -we just analyzed what the problem is -but is over-constrained by nature. Each input data constitutes a constraint of the problem. For the problem to be solved, we need to accept to relax some input data . In order to reach a consistent solution (that is a solution which respects all the equations which reflect the equalities necessary for generation to be possible), we need to relax some constraints provided by the user in the form of data n A , f i , pd i , p i,j , pd j , f j , n B . Relaxing constraints might also be understood as deciding explicitly were the errors should preferably occur. The user might prefer to relax given constraints in one case and others in another case. We define relaxation parameters ν A , φ A , δ A , γ, δ B , φ B , ν B such as each relaxation parameter is a positive real taking value 0 if the approximated variable should equal or as close as possible to the input data, and have higher values if the importance of respecting this constraint is lower. For instance φ A = 0 means thatf i = f i , whilst φ A > 0 means that the input data should be enforced as much as possible but might be quiet differentf i ? f i . The relative values between two relaxation parameters describe the relative importance of errors: a relaxation parameter having value 2 means the error on the corresponding variable is 2 times less important than the one having a relaxation parameter of 1.
The user might sometimes accept to relax the relative frequencies f j , for instance because these frequencies are indicative but are related to another scale (for instance national census) which is not relevant for the scale of interest. In this case, we might forget about the original frequencies f j (thus acceptf j = f j ) and compute them from the probabilitiesp j = p j and the target degreed j =d j . If the user prefers to relax the degrees instead, we might only consider the originalf i = f i andp j = p j and infer the degrees from it. The table 10 illustrates the meaning of a few combinations of relaxation parameters. The goal of a solver of the pairing problem is, by taking input data n A , f i , pd i , p i,j , pd j , f j , n B , relaxation parameters ν A , φ A , δ A , γ, δ B , φ B , ν B , and using the equations 1-24, to find approximate solutions for both the probabilistic f i ,pd i ,d i ,p i,j ,d j ,pd j ,f j and the discrete perspectives n A ,ĉ i ,nd i ,n i ,n i,j ,n j , nd j ,ĉ j ,n A minimizing the error E.
Measure the quality of solutions
In our method, we measure the accuracy of a solution as the difference between the initial user data n A , f i , pd i , p i,j , pd j , f j , n B and the solved solution n A ,f i ,pd i ,p i,j ,pd j ,f j ,n B . We need this measure both to assess the quality of the solution after solving, but also to decide which solution to prefer when several ones are available during the solving process.
In a review of the best measures to use for GoSP, Voas [43] emphasis the Chi squared based values for goodness of fit. This family of measures computes both a χ 2 (the higher the better the correlation) and a p-value which conveys the probability for such a correlation to appear by luck (the smaller the better goodness of fit). While these solutions provide an interesting semantic to assess goodness of fit in GoSP, their actual computation is less easy than it appears. The computation using the Pearson approach is not suitable for small values (contingencies < 5, low probabilities) and can not be computed in case of zero cells. The Freeman-Tukey approach [44] can be applied on low probabilities or null cells, but is not tractable on large tables nor on null marginals. Yet our solution precisely relies on the usage of large tables (to enable the usage of many criteria), potentially small probabilities, possible null values for structural zeros, etc. Average Absolute Percentage Deviation (AAPD) was sometimes used to assess the difference between the estimated (i.e. after fit) and generated distributions [45] [37]. This does not makes sense in our case, as the difference between the generated and solved values always is 0. Moreover, this measure involved a division by the initial required probability and thus renders impossible the measure of a method able to deal with zero cells.
A standard solution to measure goodness of fit in the Rooted Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is an established measure of a model fitting in GoSP [16, 24, 46, 47] . This method can deal with zero cells in expected and/or generated values; it penalizes the large differences, so the measured error will be bigger if a few cells are very different (outliers) than if many cells have little differences (this seems us more suitable to generation). RMSE is a value in R+, the smaller the better.
RMSE give results on the same scale as the measured numbers; before comparing RMSE, they first have to be normalized as a Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE). All the measures on probability tables or frequencies are by definition defined on a scale 0:1, and will not be scaled. We normalize the error rate on n A and n B by the expected size, meaning an error of 0.5 on n A means we generate half too much or not enough individuals compared to expectations. The errors are quantified as:
Given the relaxation parameters introduced before, we compute the weighted error of a solution S as:
Meaning that for each variable having a non null relaxation parameter, the error is divided by the relaxation value (the higher the relaxation, the lower the importance of the corresponding error). Parameters for which weight is 0 are already enforced to the smallest possible error because of the resolution process, so their errors are not considered in the final result.
Resolution of the system by inference
Solving the system of equations might be done in many ways. A simple and intuitive one is to start from variables having relaxation parameter being 0 (no freedom), infer other variables using the equations, explore missing values by trying to consider them as having no freedom, and ensure consistency of the explored solutions during the whole process. We explain how the solving works manually, as it reflects exactly how we implemented the automatic solver algorithm.
First, if the user defined relaxation parameters to 0, it means s/he requires no error on the corresponding parameters. For instance if the user sets φ i = 0, δ i = 0 and γ = 0, we can statef i = f i ,pd i = pd i andp i,j = p i,j . Depending on the initial parameters, these assumptions might already create inconsistencies, that is some equations would not be verified.
If the solution is consistent so far, we can try to infer novel values using the equations we listed before. Given the probabilistic distribution of degreespd i we can compute the average degreed i using equation 5. Given pairing probabilitieŝ p i,j , we can compute the proportions of slotsp i andp j using equations 7 and 8. We have to ensure the system is still consistent, as our inference led to the availability of frequencies of classesf i , average degreed i and the proportions of slotsp i , which should be enforcing equation 9. More generally, every time we infer a novel value, we should ensure this novel value is not invalidating any equation. If an equation is not satisfied at this stage, the resolution is said failed because the system is too constrained: the user asked for the satisfaction of too many constraints. Else the solving continues.
At this stage, we have information forf i ,d i ,pd i ,p i ,p i,j andp j . No further equations apply directly, as they all would require more variables to be known for being applied. Yet the fact the user did not explicitly states that s/he wants to enforced i =d i , orf i = f i , does not means those would be bad solutions; the user just leaves freedom to the solver, and lets it find a solution minimizing errors. So the solver has to explore the remaining hypothesis on the free variables: we might statepd j = pd j and then computed j andf j . Or, we might statef j = f j , then compute the average degreed j required given the frequencies and slots proportions. Stating bothpd j = pd j andf j = f j might fail if the system was not consistent before solving, so it would not lead a possible Table 12 : Discrete representation of the example after resolution depicted in Table 11 .
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solution. Or, we might staten B = n B andf j = f j , then computeĉ j (eq. 12), the proportions of slotsn j (eq. 18) and the rest of the system. More generally, we can explore all the possible combinations of hypothesis, with an hypothesis being defined as stating the approximate solution of a variable x being assumed to be the expected one:x = x, and x being one of n A ,f i ,pd i ,p i,j ,pd j ,f j or n B . All these combinations of solutions are automatically generated and explored, as the maximum number of k-combinations remains small for a computer (in the worst case, 0≤k<7 7 k = 2 7 = 128). For each combination of hypothesis, the consistency is checked, inference is driven, and consistency is checked again. Consistent solutions are kept aside for later comparison.
If no valid solution is found, the solving process fails. If only one solution was found, it is returned. If several solutions are found, we only retain the solution having the minimal error 2 .
Applying this process to the pairing example of dwellings and households depicted in Table 8 on page 15, we obtain as a solution the probabilistic perspective 11 on the previous page and the discrete perspective 12 on the preceding page.
Note that the discrete view is not computed after the probabilistic view, as an integerization post-processing step as done in literature (1.3.1 ). Here the discrete perspective of the problem contributes to solve the same time of the probabilistic perspective. The fact the discrete version of the problem is solved analytically also means the rounded values are ensured to be consistent among values.
Automatic resolution of the system
The manual resolution of the 29 equations would be too tedious and error prone to be applied manually in practice. As a consequence, we formalized the aforementioned process as an algorithm 1 on the next page and implemented the process as a simple solver. We developed it as a package of the R statistical software [48] and released it as an opensource software.
The actual implementation of this solver involves many technical details. As an example, the equations 7 and 8 describe the relationship between the pairing probabilities and the proportions of slots for A and B, which also are the marginals of the pairing probabilities. Such an equation might in practice lead to distinct resolution options:
• if onlyp i is known, then initial pairing probabilities can be reweighed so that they comply with these marginalp i,j = p i,j /p i .
• if onlyp j is known, then pairing probabilities can be adapted in the same way.
• if bothp i andp j are known, then the reweighing of the pairing probabilities requires the usage of Iterative Proportional Fitting to adapt the pairing probabilities so that they match the totals.
Many other technical or methodological details have to be solved, such as the implementation of each equation in all the possible directions, rounding of matrices so to preserve vertical, horizontal or total sums, heuristic solutions to "reweigh" the probabilistic distributions of degrees in order to increase or decrease the average degrees, etc. These technical solutions are not presented in detail, as this solver constitutes only an example of how to deal with the theoretical problem introduced under the names of probabilistic and discrete perspectives of the pairing problem. The solutions used for this paper can be directly analyzed for reproduction in the source code of the solver released in open source.
Not all the equations can be translated to operational computation in all the directions. For instance computing the frequencies f i based on the degrees δd i and proportions of slots p i using equation 9) is not feasible if the average degree is zero (division by zero), and not usable if the expected degree is very low 
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(as it comes to divide by nearly zero and leads to very high figures). The fact the solver explores various hypothesis and then "paths" to solve the problem enables the resolution of complex cases by first assigning a value to n A , then n i , then f i , thus enabling the computation of variables using workarounds in difficult cases.
Direct generation from the discrete perspective
The generation process is based on the solved discrete perspective on the pairing problem n A ,ĉ i ,nd i ,n i ,n i,j ,n j ,nd j ,ĉ j ,n A . The process is direct (as denoted in the name of the method), because the consistency of the data and the integerization were already solved beforehand.
The steps of the generation process follows the intuition depicted on figure2:
1. Generate entities A and B: exactly c i and c j entities of each class i and j for populations A and B are copied out of the samples. We take at once this count of entities out of the micro sample according to their weights. This process is stochastic, and is similar to the usage of a roulette biased by weights: each entity of the micro sample has a probability to be selected proportional to its weight divided by the sum of the weights of the other candidates. The same record of the micro sample might be reused several times; this will be the case for sure when the sample is up-sized because we generate more numerous entities than in the original sample. Because we do not take these entities one after each other, we do not have to formulate a specific method in order to guarantee the statistical distribution of the properties of the entities; this problem was solved already. This sampling with replacement of c i entities out of a weighted sample is in practice delegated to the sample n method of the dyplr R package [49] . 2. Generate slots A and B: among the c i entities of each class i of A, we know that exactly pd i (n = 0) should have 0 slot, nd i (n = 1) should have 1 slot, and so on for all the possible n in the table pd i . As a consequence, for each i and n, we select nd i (n) random entities of class i which had no target degree defined, and define their target degree to nd i (n). 3. Generate links between slots of A and B: the system was solved so that the count of slots A and B of each class exactly match the count of links to create from and to these slots; so the generation algorithm has no problem to deal with. For each class of i and j, we select nd i,j random entities of class i from A which do not yet have their degree equal to their target degree, and we select nd i,j random entities of class j from B which do not yet have enough links. We add these links to the pool of links, and increase the degree of the corresponding entities A and B.
We only start the generation process after solving the problem as described in the previous step. So it means no error can be measured on this process, as it only directly matches the constraints defined by the user and solved to make them consistent. The only element to check is the distribution of the variables which are not controlled by the algorithm (not involved in classes i and j).
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Note that the generation process, unlike the solving process, is stochastic, so two runs will lead to the selection of different records of the micro sample and different distributions of other characteristics' frequencies. However, every generation will enforce exactly the same proportions of classes i and j.
The complexity of this process directly depends on the size of the population, the count of slots and the count of links. There is no additional cost due to iterating several times to find a relevant candidate as in iterative methods identified in the state of the art (cf 1.3.4).
Experimental application
Description of the case
As an illustration of our method, we generate synthetic populations of dwellings and households in the city of Lille in France. The micro samples for dwellings and households were collected during the 2014 census information by the French national institute for statistics (INSEE). These data sets are independent, in the sense they do not share any common identifier matching the dwelling and households prior to the generation process (instead of the micro samples of type PUMS used in reweighing methods 1.3.3). We describe in annex 6.1 p. 45 the preprocessing applied on these data sets.
In the micro sample of dwellings (see excerpt in Annex Table 18 p. 45), dwellings are notably characterized by several categorical variables which include the surface SURF, the occupancy status CATL, and a weight IPONDL for each record. The micro sample of households (excerpt in Annex table 19 p. 46) contains one line per household's head, and describe the size of the household INPER, the age AGEREV or the employment status EMPL. We expect the target population to be made of dwellings (A) and households (B) holding the same characteristics as in the initial samples. We intend to generate a population representative of Lille in 2014, which is estimated by the institute of statistics to n A ∼ 130000 dwellings, and n B ∼ 120000 households. Depending on their occupancy status and surface, the dwellings might contain 0, 1 or 2 households, as encoded in the distribution of degrees table 13. "Occasional", "vacant" or "secondary residences" will contain no household. Following summary statistics from the statistics institute, 95% of the "main residence" dwellings contain one dwelling, and only 5% of them contain two of them. The dwellings are expected to always be connected to 1 and only 1 Table 15 : Pairing probabilities for the Lille case, which define the probability for one generated link to associate a dwelling of a given surface SURF with a household of a given size INPER., SURF is encoded as 1: Less than 30 m2; 2: from 30 to 40 m2; 3: from 40 to 60 m2; 4: from 60 to 80 m2; 5: from 80 to 100 m2; 6: from 100 to 120 m2; 7:120 m2 or more; Z:Out of standard categories. INPER is encoded as a count of individuals in the household, or Y for "out of standard housing".
The pairing probabilities presented in table 15 define the joint probability for linking dwellings and households given the surface SURF of the dwelling and the size of the household INPER. This simple correlation was extracted from INSEE data. The classes i for dwellings are made of the combinations of values for modalities SURF (surface) and CATL (occupancy), which are respectively necessary to compute the degree of dwellings and pairing probabilities. The tables for dwellings are thus expanded to represent these combinations. The classes j are limited to the various counts of persons INPER.
This pairing problem can be seen as a table depicting the probabilistic perspective, depicted in annex table 20 (page 47).
Solution for a fully relaxed case
We first run the solving of this pairing problem with all the relaxation parameters relaxed: explores all the possible 128 combinations of hypothesis. 8 valid solutions are found, with the one minimizing the weighted error being based on hypothesis:
This solution accepts the required count of dwellingsn A = n A , preserves the frequencies for dwellings and households f i and f j , the distribution of degrees pd i and pd j , but does not preserve the pairing probabilities p i,j nor the count of householdsn B . The algorithm generates a population of exactlyn A = 130000 dwellings butn B = 123016 households (slightly more than expected). The repartition of error rates (Fig. 4) shows that the solving process reported biases on pairing probabilities and count of entities n B . Tables 21 and 22 in annex, in pages 48 and 49 depict excerpts of the solved probabilistic perspective and the discrete perspective. We depict in The frequencies and average degrees of dwellings ( Fig 5) are preserved with a very high precision. Even the numerous classes of dwellings for which the degree is 0 are represented as expected, demonstrating the capability of the solver based on our theoretical framework to deal with the zero cells. The measured NRMSE(f i ) and NRMSE(d i ) are very low, and correspond to the necessary rounding of probabilities introduced during solving. INPER=1  INPER=2  INPER=3  INPER=4  INPER=5  INPER=6  INPER=7  INPER=8  INPER=9  INPER=10  INPER=12  INPER=14 classes households average degree average degree households (NRMSE 2.22E−16 ) On the side of households depicted in Table 6 , the frequencies and average degrees are enforced exactly; here even rounding did not lead to any error, as the probabilities in the distribution of degree were binary (1 or 0) rather than continuous. Note that even the frequencies which were null or nearly null were processed without specific workaround .   INPER=1   INPER=2   INPER=3   INPER=4   INPER=5   INPER=6   INPER=7   INPER=8   INPER=9   INPER=10   INPER=12   INPER=14   SURF=1,CATL=1  SURF=1,CATL=2  SURF=1,CATL=3  SURF=1,CATL=4  SURF=2,CATL=1  SURF=2,CATL=2  SURF=2,CATL=3  SURF=2,CATL=4  SURF=3,CATL=1  SURF=3,CATL=2  SURF=3,CATL=3  SURF=3,CATL=4  SURF=4,CATL=1  SURF=4,CATL=2  SURF=4,CATL=3  SURF=4,CATL=4  SURF=5,CATL=1  SURF=5,CATL=2  SURF=5,CATL=3  SURF=5,CATL=4  SURF=6,CATL=1  SURF=6,CATL=2  SURF=6,CATL=3  SURF=6,CATL=4  SURF=7,CATL=1  SURF=7,CATL=2  SURF=7, The pairing probabilities (Fig. 7) show where the probabilities were mainly modified: there are slightly more links created between dwellings having CATL=1 (main residences) and small households (INPER=1 or 2). In order to keep the frequencies of households classes similar, this additional proportion of links was balanced during computation by a small diminution of the other links created for each line in order to enforce the marginals (and thus the frequencies for households); those last have no impact, as they only modify the proportions of slots for classes which have degree 0; as empty slots are not visible in the synthetic population, this will be neutral for the model. This correction of these probabilities was done because we provided contradictory information as an input: the expected degrees for dwellings depend on the category CATL which determines whether they are empty or not, but the pairing probabilities we provided only do depend on the surface SURF of the dwelling; we should have provided pairing probabilities with a null probability of a link connecting any dwelling having CATL different from 1. This constitutes an example of a correction of a bias which is desirable, and does not really introduce any bias in the synthetic population.
If the solving process preserves as expected the constrained distributions of classes for the classes controlled during solving, there are other variables for dwellings and households which are not controlled. We depict in Fig. 8 and 9 on the next page the difference between initial distributions in the sample and the generated ones for dwellings. The error quantification are low enough for any usage. The absence of difference for the detailed variable AGEREV is of interest, as it has very similar distributions and very good aggregate statistics despite its many classes. The initial distribution of these weights is maintained because 
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the generation phases selects randomly the entities to copy proportionally to their weights, and also because the frequencies of the controlled variables are enforced. If the proportion of empty dwellings was to be modified by the pairing algorithm, this distribution would naturally be biased in the same way according to the statistical dependencies present in the micro sample. We applied this solution at the scale of Lille with only one constraint for summary statistics f i and f j for the entire city, because our initial sample is weighted so to be relevant at the local scale. The same approach might be used on each distinct statistical small area with different values if the initial sample is not statistically representative, as was done in the reweighing solutions 1.3.1.
Impact of relaxation parameters
We saw the result of resolution with all the relaxation parameters being relaxed, so the solver was free to explore all the possible solutions and retain the one minimizing the weighted error. We now test what happens if we constrain the case on pairing probabilities, so relaxation parameters are γ = 0 and This time, after the analysis of 16 valid solutions, the solver ends with a best solution based on hypothesisf i = f i ,p i,j = p i,j ,f j = f j andn B = n B . The synthetic population containsn A = 153850 (more than expected) andn B = 120000. We depict in figure 10 the errors obtained at the end of the process. The constraint on the pairing probabilities is enforced, with only a very low error rate due to rounding. But the errors obtained this time are high where the relaxation parameters allowed it. We plot in figure 11 on page 34 the detail of the average degree and distribution of degrees. The frequencies of classes were modified a lot: all the classes leading to degree 0 (those with CATL!=1) are slightly over represented in relative frequencies, and their theoretical degree was shifted from 0 to 2. In other terms, because the pairing probabilities were requiring proportions of links even when no or few entities and slots were supposed to be created for them, the algorithm distorted these probabilities in order to create the necessary slots and links. This huge distortion of the input parameters is probably not desirable in practice, as we try to enforce the pairing probabilities which are not consistent for some classes. In order to use a population, we would fix the pairing probabilities. In the scope of this paper however, this experiment demonstrated how the solver and theoretical frameworks provide the user with the freedom do define where to introduce biases, and enables to quantify the quality of the result. 
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We test other combinations of relaxation parameters to illustrate the potential results and demonstrate the capability of our method to assign the biases in different places of the problem, thus enabling a user to enforce at least part of his constraints. The results are depicted in table 17 on page 39. When a relaxation parameter set to 0 is leading to fail, then all the combinations involving the same parameter also fails. Note that the computation is sometimes not possible because the case if considered over-constrained, and is then refused. Note the generation time is also depicted in this table, and remains below one minute.
Discussion
Summary
We tackle the problem of generating a synthetic population made of entities of type A and B in which entities A and B can be connected together with 0, 1 or more links according to their characteristics, and A and B enforce given distributions of frequencies.
We proposed the semantics and formats for the input data (2) made of weighted samples of A and B, definition of classes i and j made of combinations of modalities of variables for A and B, expected frequencies for these classes f i and f j , distribution of degrees encoded as conditional probabilities for an entity A or B to have degree n given it belongs to class i or j, and pairing constraints in the form of a joint probability table between classes i and j. We proposed a theoretical framework (3) to analyze and solve the pairing problem, which is made of variables describing the probabilistic perspective of the pairing problem and the variables describing the discrete counterpart required for generation. We defined how each variable is produced from input data and/or its relationship with other variables in the form of 24 equations. Our approach is based on the principle that the pairing problem is an over-constrained problem which requires an approximate solution relaxed according to relaxation parameters, which can be found by an analytic process. We proposed an example of a solver which was demonstrated able to solve the toy and real-size pairing problems. We illustrated how this solver proposes solutions enforcing various combinations of relaxation parameters on the same user data. We explained and demonstrated (4) how the generation of a synthetic population based on this theoretical framework becomes a direct process, mainly because our approach involves the removal of any inconsistency between data in the probabilistic and discrete perspectives at the solving stage.
We illustrated this approach with two examples. A toy example of dwellings used for the illustration of the pairing problems, in which the initial samples were actually generated randomly. We then applied our methodology to a realsize case for the reconstruction of dwellings and households in the city of Lille in France. We demonstrated that the controlled variables are enforced when the relaxation parameters require and, and that the variables not controlled by the algorithm are also enforced accordingly.
In order to facilitate replication and reusal of this method, we publish along this paper the open-source, documented R package which was used for the experiments. Instead of some past methods which delivered hard-coded software [19, 21] or none, we propose it as a fully generic software. It is shared in https://github.com/samthiriot/gosp.dpp.
We denoted this method Direct Probabilistic Pairing. "Pairing" stands as the focus of the algorithm, which is not to be based or not on samples, but focuses on the creation of links between entities. "Direct" refers to the direct generation of the population after solving, which avoid the iterative linking solutions proposed in past sample-free methods. "Probabilistic" stands because it accepts several inputs formulated as probabilities and analyses the pairing problem in a probabilistic framework.
Position in the state of the art
Positioning our proposal in the state of the art in the generation of synthetic populations stands as an open discussion, as we do not tackle the very same problem as these studies. Our proposal notably differs in its goal, input data, the method, and application scope.
Regarding the goal, we focus on the creation of any population made of entities A and B linked together with n : n relationships (that is, each a and b can have 0 to n links with the other type). The SR methods so far focus on the only generation of 1 : n links with n > 0 (such as between households and persons). The notable exception is the method from Thiriot et al. [40] which generates n : n links. Note that our method enables the creation of no link for some classes whilst preserving the initial distribution of entities.
About the input data, sample-based SR methods do require micro samples of A and B which should share a common identifier; we underlined (1.3.3) how this constraints is likely to be satisfied in very specific datasets only. Sample-free methods require as inputs summary data for A and B and joint probabilities for pairing. We here ask for a mix between both, as we do require weighted micro samples for A and B, and summary data for pairing probabilities and distributions of degrees. Note that the micro samples we require, as they do not have a strong constraint of link between them, might be generated from summary data (as was done for our initial example of dwellings and households used as illustration in 3), thus also making in practice DPP being another sample-free method.
Regarding the method, the sample-based methods rely on a fit-and-generate scheme to reweight micro samples of dwellings composing households. Samplefree methods generate A and B, then iteratively create links between A and B. Our method also relies on a solve-and-generate scheme, where solving analytically the entire system (including the discrete version) makes the generation step direct. Different methods lead to different allocations of errors: samplebased methods introduce errors in the weights of persons (when they control household), household (when they control person) or split the errors when they control both levels at a time (1.3.1). Sample-free methods introduce errors depending on their algorithm (1.3.4). DPP introduces biases in different locations according to relaxation parameters defined by the user. We claim this originality is a benefit of our method, because it enables the usage of the same framework and algorithm in different scenarios were preserving the sizes and/or frequencies and/or degrees and/or pairing are of importance or not.
Concerning the application scope, our method can be applied to any type of entities A and B to be connected together. We illustrated here the application on dwellings and households, which was not tackled yet in the literature. The sample-based methods are limited to the cases where the composition relationship is already known (in practice, households and persons collected during the census -see 1.3.3). The sample-free methods were designed for the specific case of households and persons, but can likely be easily extended to any other kind of 0 : n relationships with minor changes in the methodology. While we claim the genericity of our approach, it also might make this approach less relevant for specific cases. The existing sample-free methods developed for the creation of households made of persons (1.3.4) do not only create households-person links, but also create consistent households made of persons having socio coherent demographic characteristics (such as for spouses ages, etc.). Our method focus on the sole consistency between the sources' and targets' characteristics of each link (dyadic approach in social network analysis), but does not constraints anything about the other dependencies. As a consequence, our solution is generic, but is not suitable for the specific case of creating coherent groups of entities composed inside another entity.
Provided these many facets and differences, it is difficult to assign DPP to the current categories of "sample-based" and "sample-free" synthetic reconstruction methods. Like sample-free methods, we explicitly create links between two types of entities and accept the related input parameters. Like sample-based methods, we use a solve-and-generate pattern in order to fix inconsistencies prior to generation. A way to see the DPP method is to see it as an extension of the fitting approach used so far on sample-based SR methods (with the frequencies f i and f j being the two multi-way tables fit in these methods) which manages pairing like in the sample-free SR methods but with an analytical rather than algorithmic solving.
Solver
We see the core of our proposal as the theoretical framework we highlighted. In the same way Beckman only introduced IPF as one tool to solve the reweighing problem he had identified [15] , we only consider the solver we introduced as a tool necessary for dealing with the problem which might be replaced if a better tool is found. This first version suffers many limitations. This solver is not able to explore trade-offs; for instance the generated population will contain the exact count of agentsn A = n A , or ofn B = n B , or both, but will not propose an intermediate solution with the error being split betweenn A andn B . Additional research should explore how to enhance this process, either by the analytic solving of the problem understood as the minimization of the aggregate summed error, using an iterative solving of this problem, or (inspired by combi-D R A F T natorial optimization methods) using any state-of-the-art optimization method like genetic algorithms to solve the various variables.
Research directions
A main originality of our proposal is to fit the entire system of frequencies, degrees and links all together, prior to generation. Another innovation is to formulate the integer version of the fitted problem and also solve it immediately in a consistent way. As a consequence, the generation stage is free of errors. We claim this enables to master errors and keep free of allocating them where preferred, instead of discovering the errors after generation.
Our initial framing of the pairing problem and our theoretical formulation induce limits which we intend to question in future research. We only considered the creation of populations made of two types of entities after reweighing of micro samples. Can we link entities of one type only, for instance to create social links between entities? Can we chain several generations with DPP in order to create multi-level synthetic populations like dwellings linked with appliances, dwellings with households, households made of persons?
We consider the Generation of Synthetic Populations as a set of methods and tools which tackle different problems depending to the initial data available, the expectations of the model and simulation experiment, and the constraints the user wishes to enforce. This DPP proposal stands a solution complementary of the state of the art, and not in complete opposition with past methods.
We designed this method so it is generic. In order to challenge and demonstrate this genericity, this algorithm should be applied to different variations of the pairing problem such as the creation of horizontal links (such as social structure) instead of compositions ones, and to different applications including other types of entities. The extrapolation of this theoretical framework to the creation of groups instead of pairs is feasible but would require further investigation. 
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